
Think Again! 
Wonder which verbs can be done AGAIN? You can add RE- in front of these to make bingo-length words.

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

A 

ACHED  ACDEH  ACHE, to suffer dull, continuous pain  

ACHES  ACEHS  ACHE, to suffer dull, continuous pain  

ACTED  ACDET  ACT, to do something  

ADAPT  AADPT  to make suitable  

ADDED ADDDE ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase  

ADMIT  ADIMT  to allow to enter 

ADOPT  ADOPT  to take into one's family by legal means 

ADORN ADNOR to add something to for purpose of making more attractive  

AFFIX  AFFIX  to attach (to connect as associated part)  

AGENT  AEGNT  to act as representative for 

ALIGN  AGILN  to arrange in straight line 

ALLOT  ALLOT  to give as share or portion 

ALTER  AELRT  to make different 

ANNEX  AENNX  to add or attach  

APING  AGINP  APE, to mimic (to imitate closely)  

APPLY  ALPPY  to bring into contact with something 

ARGUE  AEGRU  to present reasons for or against  

ARMED ADEMR ARM, to supply with weapons  

AVAIL  AAILV  to be of use or advantage to 

AVERS  AERSV  AVER, to declare positively  

AVOWS AOSVW AVOW, to declare openly  

AWAKE AAEKW to wake up 

AWOKE AEKOW AWAKE, to wake up  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

B 

BAITS  ABIST  BAIT, to lure (to attract with something desirable)  

BASED  ABDES  BASE, to found (to come upon after search)  

BASES  ABESS  BASE, to found (to come upon after search)  

BATED  ABDET  BATE, to reduce force of  

BATES  ABEST  BATE, to reduce force of  

BECKS  BCEKS  BECK, to beckon (to signal by sign or gesture)  

BEGAN  ABEGN  BEGIN, to start (to set out)  

BEGIN  BEGIN  to start (to set out)  

BEGUN  BEGNU  BEGIN, to start (to set out)  

BILLS  BILLS  BILL, to present statement of costs to  

BINDS  BDINS  BIND, to tie or secure 

BLEND  BDELN  to mix smoothly and inseparably together  

BLENT  BELNT  BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together  

BLOOM BLMOO to bear flowers  

BOARD ABDOR to take meals for fixed price  

BOILS  BILOS  BOIL, to vaporize liquid  

BOOKS BKOOS BOOK, to engage services  

BOOTS  BOOST  BOOT, to load program into computer  

BORED  BDEOR  BORE, BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence))  
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BORES  BEORS  BORE, BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence))  

BOUND BDNOU to leap (to spring off ground) 

BRAND  ABDNR  to mark with hot iron  

BREED  BDEER  to cause to give birth  

BUFFS  BFFSU  BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing)  

BUILD  BDILU  to construct 

BUILT  BILTU  BUILD, to construct  

BUSES  BESSU  BUS, to transport by bus (large motor vehicle)  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

C 

CALLS  ACLLS  CALL, to summon (to order to appear)  

CANED  ACDEN  CANE, to weave or furnish with cane (hollow woody stems)  

CANES  ACENS  CANE, to weave or furnish with cane (hollow woody stems)  

CANTS  ACNST  CANT, to tilt or slant  

CARRY  ACRRY  to convey from one place to another  

CASTS  ACSST  CAST, to throw with force  

CEDED  CDDEE  CEDE, to yield (to give up)  

CEDES  CDEES  CEDE, to yield (to give up)  

CHART  ACHRT  to map out  

CHEAT  ACEHT  to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means))  

CHECK  CCEHK  to inspect (to look carefully at or over)  

CHEWS CEHSW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth  

CHOSE  CEHOS   CHOOSE, to take by preference  

CITED  CDEIT  CITE, to quote as authority or example  

CITES  CEIST  CITE, to quote as authority or example  

CLADS  ACDLS  CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing  

CLAIM  ACILM  to demand as one's due  

CLASP  ACLPS  to embrace tightly  

CLEAN  ACELN  to rid of dirt or stain  

COALS  ACLOS  COAL, to supply with coal (carbon fuel)  

COATS  ACOST  COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment)  

COCKS  CCKOS  COCK, to tilt to one side  

CODED CDDEO CODE, to convert into symbols  

CODES  CDEOS  CODE, to convert into symbols  

COILS  CILOS  COIL, to wind in even rings  

COINS  CINOS  COIN, to make coins (metal currency)  

COLOR  CLOOR  to give color (visual attribute of objects) to  

COMBS BCMOS COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)  

COOKS CKOOS COOK, to prepare food by heating  

CORDS CDORS CORD, to fasten with cord (thin rope)  

CORKS  CKORS  CORK, to stop up  

COUNT  CNOTU  to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total  

COUPS  COPSU  COUP, to overturn (to turn over)  

COVER  CEORV  to place something over or upon  

CRATE  ACERT  to put in packing box  

CROSS  CORSS  to intersect  
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CROWN CNORW to supply with crown (royal headpiece)  

CURVE  CERUV  to deviate from straightness  

CYCLE  CCELY  to ride bicycle  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

D 

DATED  ADDET  DATE, to determine or record date of  

DATES  ADEST  DATE, to determine or record date of  

DEEMS  DEEMS  DEEM, to hold as opinion  

DIALS  ADILS  DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk  

DOCKS CDKOS DOCK, to bring into dock (wharf)  

DOING  DGINO   DO, to begin and carry through to completion  

DOUBT BDOTU to be uncertain about 

DOUTS DOSTU DOUT, to extinguish (as fire)  

DRAFT  ADFRT  to conscript for military service  

DRAWN ADNRW DRAW, to move by pulling  

DRAWS ADRSW DRAW, to move by pulling  

DREAM ADEMR to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep) 

DRESS  DERSS  to put clothes on 

DRIED  DDEIR  DRY, to make dry  

DRIES  DEIRS  DRY, to make dry  

DRILL  DILLR  to bore hole in  

DRIVE  DEIRV  to urge or propel forward 

DROVE  DEORV  DRIVE, to urge or propel forward  / to drive cattle or sheep  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

E 

EARNS  AENRS  EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service  

EDIFY  DEFIY  to enlighten  

EDITS  DEIST  EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication  

EJECT  CEEJT  to throw out forcibly  

EKING  EGIKN  EKE, to supplement with great effort  

ELECT  CEELT  to select by vote for office  

EMITS  EIMST  EMIT, to send forth  

ENACT  ACENT  to make into law  

ENDOW DENOW to provide with something  

ENJOY  EJNOY  to receive pleasure from  

ENTER  EENRT  to come or go into 

EQUIP  EIPQU  to provide with whatever is needed  

ERECT  CEERT  to build (to construct)  

EVOKE  EEKOV  to call forth  

EXPEL  EELPX  to force out  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

F 

FACED  ACDEF  FACE, to oppose or meet defiantly  

FACES  ACEFS  FACE, to oppose or meet defiantly  
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FALLS  AFLLS  FALL, to descend under force of gravity  

FEEDS  DEEFS  FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to  

FEELS  EEFLS  FEEL, to perceive through sense of touch  

FENCE  CEEFN  to practice art of fencing 

FIGHT  FGHIT  to attempt to defeat adversary  

FILED  DEFIL  FILE, to arrange in order for future reference  

FILES  EFILS  FILE, to arrange in order for future reference  

FILLS  FILLS  FILL, to put as much as can be held into  

FILMS  FILMS  FILM, to make motion picture  

FINDS  DFINS  FIND, to come upon after search  

FINED  DEFIN  FINE, to subject to fine (monetary penalty)  

FINES  EFINS  FINE, to subject to fine (monetary penalty)  

FIRED  DEFIR  FIRE, to project by discharging from gun  

FIRES  EFIRS  FIRE, to project by discharging from gun  

FIXED  DEFIX  FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition)  

FIXES  EFISX  FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition)  

FLAGS  AFGLS  FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol)  

FLIES  EFILS  FLY, to hit ball high into air in baseball  

FLOAT  AFLOT  to rest or remain on surface of liquid  

FLOOD  DFLOO  to inundate (to overwhelm with water)  

FLOWN FLNOW FLY, to hit ball high into air in baseball  

FLOWS FLOSW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along  

FOCUS  CFOSU   to bring to focus 

FOLDS  DFLOS  FOLD, to lay one part over another part of  

FORGE  EFGOR  to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes  

FORMS  FMORS  FORM, to produce (to bring into existence)  

FOUND DFNOU FIND, to come upon after search  / to establish  

FRAME  AEFMR  to construct by putting together various parts  

FRESH  EFHRS  to freshen (to make or become fresh)  

FRIED  DEFIR  FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil  

FRIES  EFIRS  FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil  

FRONT  FNORT  to provide with front (forward part)  

FROZE  EFORZ  FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat  

FUELS  EFLSU  FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)  

FUNDS  DFNSU  FUND, to provide money for  

FUSED  DEFSU  FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device)  

FUSES  EFSSU  FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device)  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

G 

GAINS  AGINS  GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of)  

GALED  ADEGL  GALE, to frolic playfully  

GALES  AEGLS  GALE, to frolic playfully  

GALLY  AGLLY  to frighten (to make afraid)  

GAUGE AEGGU to measure precisely  

GEARS  AEGRS  GEAR, to provide with gears (toothed machine parts)  

GIFTS  FGIST  GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge)  
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GILDS  DGILS  GILD, to cover with thin layer of gold  

GIVEN  EGINV  GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession  

GIVES  EGISV  GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession  

GLAZE  AEGLZ  to fit windows with glass panes  

GLOSS  GLOSS  to make lustrous  

GLOWS GLOSW GLOW, to emit light and heat  

GLUED  DEGLU  GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance)  

GLUES  EGLSU  GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance)  

GORGE EGGOR to stuff with food 

GRADE  ADEGR  to arrange in steps or degrees  

GRAFT  AFGRT  to unite with growing plant by insertion  

GRANT  AGNRT  to bestow upon  

GRATE  AEGRT  to reduce to shreds by rubbing  

GREEN  EEGNR  to become green 

GREET  EEGRT  to address in friendly and courteous way / to weep (to express sorrow by shedding tears) 

GRIND  DGINR  to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction 

GROOM GMOOR to clean and care for 

GROUP GOPRU to arrange in group (assemblage of persons or things)  

GROWN GNORW GROW, to cultivate  

GROWS GORSW GROW, to cultivate  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

H 

HANGS AGHNS HANG, to attach from above only  

HEARD  ADEHR  HEAR, to perceive by ear  

HEARS  AEHRS  HEAR, to perceive by ear  

HEATS  AEHST  HEAT, to make hot  

HEELS  EEHLS  HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe)  

HINGE  EGHIN  to attach jointed device  

HIRED  DEHIR  HIRE, to engage services of for payment  

HIRES  EHIRS  HIRE, to engage services of for payment  

HOUSE  EHOSU  to lodge in house (building in which people live)  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

I 

IMAGE  AEGIM  to imagine (to form mental picture of)  

INCUR  CINRU  to bring upon oneself  

INDEX  DEINX   to provide with index  

INKED  DEIKN  INK, to mark with ink (colored fluid used for writing)  

INTER  EINRT  to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)  

ISSUE  EISSU  to come forth  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

J 

JOINS  IJNOS  JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)  

JUDGE  DEGJU  to decide on critically  
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  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

K 

KEYED  DEEKY  KEY, to provide with key (device used to turn bolt in lock)  

KNITS  IKNST  KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn  

KNOTS  KNOST  KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop)  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

L 

LABEL  ABELL  to describe or designate 

LACED  ACDEL  LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges)  

LACES  ACELS  LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges)  

LANDS  ADLNS  LAND, to set down upon land (solid ground)  

LAPSE  AELPS  to fall from previous standard  

LAYED  ADELY  LAY, LIE, to be in or get into horizontal position  

LEARN  AELNR  to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study 

LEASE  AEELS  to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent 

LENDS  DELNS  LEND, to give temporary use of  

LIGHT  GHILT  to illuminate  

LINED  DEILN  LINE, to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)  

LINES  EILNS  LINE, to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)  

LINKS  IKLNS  LINK, to connect (to join together)  

LISTS  ILSST  LIST, to write down in particular order  

LIVED  DEILV  LIVE, to function as animal or plant  

LIVES  EILSV  LIVE, to function as animal or plant  

LOADS  ADLOS  LOAD, to place in or on means of conveyance  

LOANS  ALNOS  LOAN, to lend (to give temporary use of)  

LOCKS  CKLOS  LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device  

LOOKS  KLOOS  LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing  

LYING  GILNY   LIE, to be in or get into horizontal position  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

M 

MAILS  AILMS  MAIL, to send by governmental postal system  

MAKES  AEKMS  MAKE, to cause to exist  

MARKS AKMRS MARK, to make visible impression on  

MARRY  AMRRY  to enter into marriage] 

MATCH ACHMT to set in competition or opposition 

MATED  ADEMT  MATE, to join as mates (partners in union)  

MATES  AEMST  MATE, to join as mates (partners in union)  

MEETS  EEMST  MEET, to come into company or presence of  

MELTS  ELMST  MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat  

MENDS DEMNS MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition)  

MERGE  EEGMR t to combine (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) 

MINDS  DIMNS  MIND, to heed (to pay attention to)  

MINTS  IMNST  MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins  

MIXED  DEIMX  MIX, to put together into one mass  

MIXES  EIMSX  MIX, to put together into one mass  
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MODEL DELMO to plan or form after pattern  

MOLDS DLMOS MOLD, to work into particular shape  

MOULD DLMOU to mold (to work into particular shape)  

MOUNT MNOTU to get up on 

MOVED DEMOV MOVE, to change from one position to another  

MOVES EMOSV MOVE, to change from one position to another  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

N 

NAILS  AILNS  NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)  

NAMED ADEMN NAME, to give title to  

NAMES AEMNS NAME, to give title to  

NESTS  ENSST  NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

O 

OCCUR CCORU to take place  

OFFER  EFFOR  to present for acceptance or rejection  

OILED  DEILO  OIL, to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination)  

OPENS  ENOPS  OPEN, to cause to become open  

ORDER  DEORR  to give command or instruction to  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

P 

PACKS  ACKPS  PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage  

PAINT  AINPT  to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)  

PAIRS  AIPRS  PAIR, to arrange in sets of two  

PANEL  AELNP  to decorate with thin sheets of material 

PAPER  AEPPR  to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)  

PARKS  AKPRS  PARK, to leave vehicle in location for time  

PATCH  ACHPT  to mend or cover hole or weak spot in  

PAVED  ADEPV  PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface  

PAVES  AEPSV  PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface  

PEALS  AELPS  PEAL, to ring out  

PERKS  EKPRS  PERK, to prepare (coffee) in percolator  

PINED  DEINP  PINE, to yearn intensely  

PINES  EINPS  PINE, to yearn intensely  

PLACE  ACELP  to set in particular position  

PLANS  ALNPS  PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end)  

PLANT  ALNPT  to place in ground for growing  

PLATE  AELPT  to coat with thin layer of metal  

PLAYS  ALPSY  PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport  

PLEAD  ADELP  to ask for earnestly  

PLIED  DEILP  PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly  

PLIES  EILPS  PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly  

PLOTS  LOPST  PLOT, to plan secretly  

PLOWS LOPSW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement)  
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PLUMB  BLMPU  to determine depth of  

POINT  INOPT  to indicate direction with finger  

POLLS  LLOPS  POLL, to question for purpose of surveying public opinion  

PORTS  OPRST  PORT, to shift to left side  

POSED  DEOPS  POSE, to assume fixed position  

POSES  EOPSS  POSE, to assume fixed position  

POSIT  IOPST  to place (to set in particular position)  

POURS  OPRSU  POUR, to cause to flow  

POWER EOPRW to provide with means of propulsion  

PRESS  EPRSS  to act upon with steady force  

PRICE  CEIPR  to set value on  

PRINT  INPRT  to produce by pressed type on surface  

PRISE  EIPRS  to raise or force with lever  

PROBE  BEOPR  to investigate or examine thoroughly 

PROOF  FOOPR  to examine for errors  

PROVE  EOPRV  to establish truth or validity of  

PULSE  ELPSU  to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically) 

PUMPS  MPPSU  PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

Q 

QUEST  EQSTU  to make search  

QUIRE  EIQRU  to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four 

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

R 

RACKS  ACKRS  RACK, to place in type of framework  

RAISE  AEIRS  to move to higher position  

READS  ADERS  READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed  

RENTS  ENRST  RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly  

RISEN  EINRS  RISE, to move upward  

RISES  EIRSS  RISE, to move upward  

ROLLS  LLORS  ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over  

ROOFS  FOORS  ROOF, to provide with roof (external upper covering of building)  

ROUTE  EORTU  to send on particular course  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

S 

SAILS  AILSS  SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind  

SAWED ADESW SAW, SEE, to perceive with eyes  

SCALE  ACELS  to climb up or over  

SCORE  CEORS  to make point in game or contest  

SEALS  AELSS  SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage  

SEATS  AESST  SEAT, to place on seat (something on which one sits)  

SEEDS  DEESS  SEED, to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in  

SEEKS  EEKSS  SEEK, to go in search of  

SEIZE  EEISZ  to take hold of suddenly and forcibly  
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SELLS  ELLSS  SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration  

SENDS  DENSS  SEND, to cause to go  

SERVE  EERSV  to work for 

SEWED DEESW SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread  

SHAPE  AEHPS  to give shape (outward form) to  

SHAVE  AEHSV  to sever hair close to roots 

SHINE  EHINS  to emit light  

SHIPS  HIPSS  SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water)  

SHOED DEHOS SHOE, to provide with shoes  

SHOES  EHOSS  SHOE, to provide with shoes  

SHONE EHNOS SHINE, to emit light  

SHOOT HOOST to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from  

SHOWN HNOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen  

SHOWS HOSSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen  

SIDED  DDEIS  SIDE, to agree with or support  

SIDES  DEISS  SIDE, to agree with or support  

SIFTS  FISST  SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))  

SIGHT  GHIST  to observe or notice  

SIGNS  GINSS  SIGN, to write one's name on  

SITED  DEIST  SITE, to place in position for operation  

SITES  EISST  SITE, to place in position for operation  

SIZED  DEISZ  SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions)  

SIZES  EISSZ  SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions)  

SKINS  IKNSS  SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)  

SLATE  AELST  to cover with slate (roofing material 

SMELT  ELMST  SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves / to melt or fuse, as ores  

SOAKS  AKOSS  SOAK, to wet something thoroughly  

SOLED  DELOS  SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot)  

SOLES  ELOSS  SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot)  

SOLVE  ELOSV  to find answer or explanation for  

SORBS  BORSS  SORB, to take up and hold by absorption or adsorption  

SORTS  ORSST  SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size  

SOUND DNOSU make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)  

SOWED DEOSW SOW, to scatter over land for growth, as seed  

SPACE  ACEPS  to set some distance apart  

SPADE  ADEPS  to take up with spade (digging implement)  

SPEAK  AEKPS  to utter words  

SPECT  CEPST  to expect (to anticipate)  

SPELL  ELLPS  to name or write letters of in order  

SPELT  ELPST   SPELL, to name or write letters of in order  

SPIRE  EIPRS  to rise in tapering manner  

SPITE  EIPST  to treat with malice  

SPLIT  ILPST  to separate lengthwise  

SPOKE  EKOPS  SPEAK, to utter words  / to provide with spokes (rods that support rim of wheel)  

SPOOL  LOOPS  to wind on small cylinder 

SPOTS  OPSST  SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)  

SPRAY  APRSY  to disperse in fine particles  
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STACK  ACKST  to pile (to lay one upon other)  

STAFF  AFFST  to provide with staff (body of assistants)  

STAGE  AEGST  to produce for public view  

STAMP  AMPST  to bring foot down heavily  

START  ARSTT  to set out  

STATE  AESTT  to set forth in words  

STING  GINST  to prick painfully  

STOCK  CKOST  to keep for future sale or use  

STOKE  EKOST  to supply furnace with fuel  

STORE  EORST  to put away for future  

STUDY  DSTUY  to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge  

STUFF  FFSTU  to fill or pack tightly  

STYLE  ELSTY  to name (to give title to)  

SURGE  EGRSU  to move in swelling manner  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

T 

TABLE  ABELT  to place on table (piece of furniture having flat upper surface) 

TACKS  ACKST  TACK, to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)  

TAILS  AILST  TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part)  

TAKEN  AEKNT  TAKE, to get possession of  

TAKES  AEKST  TAKE, to get possession of  

TALLY  ALLTY  to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)  

TAPED  ADEPT  TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band)  

TAPES  AEPST  TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band)  

TASTE  AESTT  to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth  

TAXED  ADETX  TAX, to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on  

TAXES  AESTX  TAX, to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on  

TEACH  ACEHT  to impart knowledge or skill to  

TEAMS  AEMST  TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action)  

TEARS  AERST  TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye)  

TELLS  ELLST  TELL, to give detailed account of  

TESTS  ESSTT  TEST, to evaluate by examination  

THINK  HIKNT  to formulate in mind  

TILED  DEILT  TILE, to cover with tiles (thin slabs of baked clay)  

TILES  EILST  TILE, to cover with tiles (thin slabs of baked clay)  

TIMED  DEIMT  TIME, to determine speed or duration of  

TIMES  EIMST  TIME, to determine speed or duration of  

TINES  EINST  TINE, to lose (to come to be without and be unable to find)  

TINTS  INSTT  TINT, to color slightly or delicately  

TIRED  DEIRT  TIRE, to grow tired  

TIRES  EIRST  TIRE, to grow tired  

TITLE  EILTT  to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)  

TOOLS  LOOST  TOOL, to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)  

TOTAL  ALOTT  to ascertain entire amount  

TOUCH  CHOTU  to be in or come into contact with 

TRACE  ACERT  to follow course of  
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TRACK  ACKRT  to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle 

TRAIN  AINRT  to instruct systematically  

TREAD  ADERT  to walk on, over, or along  

TREAT  AERTT  to behave in particular way toward  

TRIAL  AILRT  to test something to assess its performance  

TRIED  DEIRT  TRY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)  

TRIES  EIRST  TRY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)  

TRIMS  IMRST  TRIM, to make trim by cutting  

TUNED  DENTU  TUNE, to put into proper pitch  

TUNES  ENSTU  TUNE, to put into proper pitch  

TURNS  NRSTU  TURN, to move around central point  

TWEET  EETTW  to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)  

TWIST  ISTTW  to combine by winding together  

TYING  GINTY  TIE, to fasten with cord or rope  

TYPED  DEPTY  TYPE, to write with typewriter  

TYPES  EPSTY  TYPE, to write with typewriter  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

U 

UNIFY  FINUY  to make into coherent whole  

UNITE  EINTU  to bring together so as to form whole  

USING  GINSU  USE, to put into service  

UTTER  ERTTU  to give audible expression to  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

V 

VALUE  AELUV  to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of  

VAMPS  AMPSV  VAMP, to repair or patch  

VEALS  AELSV  VEAL, to kill and prepare calf for food  

VENGE  EEGNV  to avenge (to exact retribution for)  

VERSE  EERSV  to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)  

VESTS  ESSTV  VEST, to place in control of  

VIEWS  EISVW  VIEW, to look at  

VISED  DEISV  VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device)  

VISES  EISSV  VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device)  

VISIT  IISTV  to go or come to see someone or something  

VISOR  IORSV  to provide with visor (projecting brim)  

VOICE  CEIOV  to express or utter  

VOLTS  LOSTV  VOLT, to make quick movement in fencing to avoid thrust  

VOTED  DEOTV  VOTE, to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)  

VOTES  EOSTV  VOTE, to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

W 

WAKED ADEKW WAKE, to rouse from sleep  

WAKEN AEKNW to wake (to rouse from sleep)  

WAKES AEKSW WAKE, to rouse from sleep  
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WARDS ADRSW WARD, to turn aside  

WARMS AMRSW WARM, to make warm  

WAXED ADEWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance)  

WAXES AESWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance)  

WEARS AERSW WEAR, to have on one's person  

WEAVE AEEVW to form by interlacing threads  

WEIGH  EGHIW  to determine weight of  

WELDS DELSW WELD, to join by applying heat  

WIDEN  DEINW  to make wide or wider  

WINDS DINSW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center  

WIRED  DEIRW  WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal)  

WIRES  EIRSW  WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal)  

WOKEN EKNOW WAKE, to rouse from sleep  

WORDS DORSW WORD, to express in words (speech sounds that communicate meaning)  

WORKS KORSW WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose  

WOUND DNOUW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center / to inflict injury upon 

WOVEN ENOVW WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads  

WRAPS APRSW WRAP, to enclose in something wound or folded about  

WRAPT  APRTW  WRAP, to enclose in something wound or folded about  

WRITE  EIRTW  to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument  

WROTE EORTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument  

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

X 

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

Y 

 

  Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s 

Z 

ZEROS  EORSZ  ZERO, to aim at exact center of target  

ZONED DENOZ ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas)  

ZONES  ENOSZ  ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas)  
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	BUFFS  BFFSU  BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing)
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	BUILT  BILTU  BUILD, to construct
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	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	C
	CALLS  ACLLS  CALL, to summon (to order to appear)
	CANED  ACDEN  CANE, to weave or furnish with cane (hollow woody stems)
	CANES  ACENS  CANE, to weave or furnish with cane (hollow woody stems)
	CANTS  ACNST  CANT, to tilt or slant
	CARRY  ACRRY  to convey from one place to another
	CASTS  ACSST  CAST, to throw with force
	CEDED  CDDEE  CEDE, to yield (to give up)
	CEDES  CDEES  CEDE, to yield (to give up)
	CHART  ACHRT  to map out
	CHEAT  ACEHT  to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means))
	CHECK  CCEHK  to inspect (to look carefully at or over)
	CHEWS CEHSW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth
	CHOSE  CEHOS   CHOOSE, to take by preference
	CITED  CDEIT  CITE, to quote as authority or example
	CITES  CEIST  CITE, to quote as authority or example
	CLADS  ACDLS  CLAD, CLOTHE, to provide with clothing
	CLAIM  ACILM  to demand as one's due
	CLASP  ACLPS  to embrace tightly
	CLEAN  ACELN  to rid of dirt or stain
	COALS  ACLOS  COAL, to supply with coal (carbon fuel)
	COATS  ACOST  COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment)
	COCKS  CCKOS  COCK, to tilt to one side
	CODED CDDEO CODE, to convert into symbols
	CODES  CDEOS  CODE, to convert into symbols
	COILS  CILOS  COIL, to wind in even rings
	COINS  CINOS  COIN, to make coins (metal currency)
	COLOR  CLOOR  to give color (visual attribute of objects) to
	COMBS BCMOS COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)
	COOKS CKOOS COOK, to prepare food by heating
	CORDS CDORS CORD, to fasten with cord (thin rope)
	CORKS  CKORS  CORK, to stop up
	COUNT  CNOTU  to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total
	COUPS  COPSU  COUP, to overturn (to turn over)
	COVER  CEORV  to place something over or upon
	CRATE  ACERT  to put in packing box
	CROSS  CORSS  to intersect
	CROWN CNORW to supply with crown (royal headpiece)
	CURVE  CERUV  to deviate from straightness
	CYCLE  CCELY  to ride bicycle
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	D
	DATED  ADDET  DATE, to determine or record date of
	DATES  ADEST  DATE, to determine or record date of
	DEEMS  DEEMS  DEEM, to hold as opinion
	DIALS  ADILS  DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk
	DOCKS CDKOS DOCK, to bring into dock (wharf)
	DOING  DGINO   DO, to begin and carry through to completion
	DOUBT  BDOTU  to be uncertain about
	DOUTS  DOSTU  DOUT, to extinguish (as fire)
	DRAFT  ADFRT  to conscript for military service
	DRAWN ADNRW DRAW, to move by pulling
	DRAWS ADRSW DRAW, to move by pulling
	DREAM ADEMR to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)
	DRESS  DERSS  to put clothes on
	DRIED  DDEIR  DRY, to make dry
	DRIES  DEIRS  DRY, to make dry
	DRILL  DILLR  to bore hole in
	DRIVE  DEIRV  to urge or propel forward
	DROVE  DEORV  DRIVE, to urge or propel forward  / to drive cattle or sheep
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	E
	EARNS  AENRS  EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service
	EDIFY  DEFIY  to enlighten
	EDITS  DEIST  EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication
	EJECT  CEEJT  to throw out forcibly
	EKING  EGIKN  EKE, to supplement with great effort
	ELECT  CEELT  to select by vote for office
	EMITS  EIMST  EMIT, to send forth
	ENACT  ACENT  to make into law
	ENDOW DENOW to provide with something
	ENJOY  EJNOY  to receive pleasure from
	ENTER  EENRT  to come or go into
	EQUIP  EIPQU  to provide with whatever is needed
	ERECT  CEERT  to build (to construct)
	EVOKE  EEKOV  to call forth
	EXPEL  EELPX  to force out
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	F
	FACED  ACDEF  FACE, to oppose or meet defiantly
	FACES  ACEFS  FACE, to oppose or meet defiantly
	FALLS  AFLLS  FALL, to descend under force of gravity
	FEEDS  DEEFS  FEED, FEE, to pay fee (fixed charge) to
	FEELS  EEFLS  FEEL, to perceive through sense of touch
	FENCE  CEEFN  to practice art of fencing
	FIGHT  FGHIT  to attempt to defeat adversary
	FILED  DEFIL  FILE, to arrange in order for future reference
	FILES  EFILS  FILE, to arrange in order for future reference
	FILLS  FILLS  FILL, to put as much as can be held into
	FILMS  FILMS  FILM, to make motion picture
	FINDS  DFINS  FIND, to come upon after search
	FINED  DEFIN  FINE, to subject to fine (monetary penalty)
	FINES  EFINS  FINE, to subject to fine (monetary penalty)
	FIRED  DEFIR  FIRE, to project by discharging from gun
	FIRES  EFIRS  FIRE, to project by discharging from gun
	FIXED  DEFIX  FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition)
	FIXES  EFISX  FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition)
	FLAGS  AFGLS  FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol)
	FLIES  EFILS  FLY, to hit ball high into air in baseball
	FLOAT  AFLOT  to rest or remain on surface of liquid
	FLOOD  DFLOO  to inundate (to overwhelm with water)
	FLOWN FLNOW FLY, to hit ball high into air in baseball
	FLOWS  FLOSW  FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along
	FOCUS  CFOSU   to bring to focus
	FOLDS  DFLOS  FOLD, to lay one part over another part of
	FORGE  EFGOR  to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes
	FORMS  FMORS  FORM, to produce (to bring into existence)
	FOUND DFNOU FIND, to come upon after search  / to establish
	FRAME  AEFMR  to construct by putting together various parts
	FRESH  EFHRS  to freshen (to make or become fresh)
	FRIED  DEFIR  FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil
	FRIES  EFIRS  FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil
	FRONT  FNORT  to provide with front (forward part)
	FROZE  EFORZ  FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat
	FUELS  EFLSU  FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)
	FUNDS  DFNSU  FUND, to provide money for
	FUSED  DEFSU  FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device)
	FUSES  EFSSU  FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	G
	GAINS  AGINS  GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of)
	GALED  ADEGL  GALE, to frolic playfully
	GALES  AEGLS  GALE, to frolic playfully
	GALLY  AGLLY  to frighten (to make afraid)
	GAUGE  AEGGU  to measure precisely
	GEARS  AEGRS  GEAR, to provide with gears (toothed machine parts)
	GIFTS  FGIST  GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge)
	GILDS  DGILS  GILD, to cover with thin layer of gold
	GIVEN  EGINV  GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession
	GIVES  EGISV  GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession
	GLAZE  AEGLZ  to fit windows with glass panes
	GLOSS  GLOSS  to make lustrous
	GLOWS GLOSW GLOW, to emit light and heat
	GLUED  DEGLU  GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance)
	GLUES  EGLSU  GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance)
	GORGE EGGOR to stuff with food
	GRADE  ADEGR  to arrange in steps or degrees
	GRAFT  AFGRT  to unite with growing plant by insertion
	GRANT  AGNRT  to bestow upon
	GRATE  AEGRT  to reduce to shreds by rubbing
	GREEN  EEGNR  to become green
	GREET  EEGRT  to address in friendly and courteous way / to weep (to express sorrow by shedding tears)
	GRIND  DGINR  to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction
	GROOM GMOOR to clean and care for
	GROUP  GOPRU  to arrange in group (assemblage of persons or things)
	GROWN GNORW GROW, to cultivate
	GROWS GORSW GROW, to cultivate
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	H
	HANGS AGHNS HANG, to attach from above only
	HEARD  ADEHR  HEAR, to perceive by ear
	HEARS  AEHRS  HEAR, to perceive by ear
	HEATS  AEHST  HEAT, to make hot
	HEELS  EEHLS  HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe)
	HINGE  EGHIN  to attach jointed device
	HIRED  DEHIR  HIRE, to engage services of for payment
	HIRES  EHIRS  HIRE, to engage services of for payment
	HOUSE  EHOSU  to lodge in house (building in which people live)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	I
	IMAGE  AEGIM  to imagine (to form mental picture of)
	INCUR  CINRU  to bring upon oneself
	INDEX  DEINX   to provide with index
	INKED  DEIKN  INK, to mark with ink (colored fluid used for writing)
	INTER  EINRT  to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)
	ISSUE  EISSU  to come forth
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	J
	JOINS  IJNOS  JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)
	JUDGE  DEGJU  to decide on critically
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	K
	KEYED  DEEKY  KEY, to provide with key (device used to turn bolt in lock)
	KNITS  IKNST  KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn
	KNOTS  KNOST  KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	L
	LABEL  ABELL  to describe or designate
	LACED  ACDEL  LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges)
	LACES  ACELS  LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges)
	LANDS  ADLNS  LAND, to set down upon land (solid ground)
	LAPSE  AELPS  to fall from previous standard
	LAYED  ADELY  LAY, LIE, to be in or get into horizontal position
	LEARN  AELNR  to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study
	LEASE  AEELS  to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent
	LENDS  DELNS  LEND, to give temporary use of
	LIGHT  GHILT  to illuminate
	LINED  DEILN  LINE, to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)
	LINES  EILNS  LINE, to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)
	LINKS  IKLNS  LINK, to connect (to join together)
	LISTS  ILSST  LIST, to write down in particular order
	LIVED  DEILV  LIVE, to function as animal or plant
	LIVES  EILSV  LIVE, to function as animal or plant
	LOADS  ADLOS  LOAD, to place in or on means of conveyance
	LOANS  ALNOS  LOAN, to lend (to give temporary use of)
	LOCKS  CKLOS  LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device
	LOOKS  KLOOS  LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing
	LYING  GILNY   LIE, to be in or get into horizontal position
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	M
	MAILS  AILMS  MAIL, to send by governmental postal system
	MAKES  AEKMS  MAKE, to cause to exist
	MARKS  AKMRS  MARK, to make visible impression on
	MARRY  AMRRY  to enter into marriage]
	MATCH  ACHMT  to set in competition or opposition
	MATED  ADEMT  MATE, to join as mates (partners in union)
	MATES  AEMST  MATE, to join as mates (partners in union)
	MEETS  EEMST  MEET, to come into company or presence of
	MELTS  ELMST  MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat
	MENDS DEMNS MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition)
	MERGE  EEGMR t to combine (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together))
	MINDS  DIMNS  MIND, to heed (to pay attention to)
	MINTS  IMNST  MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins
	MIXED  DEIMX  MIX, to put together into one mass
	MIXES  EIMSX  MIX, to put together into one mass
	MODEL  DELMO  to plan or form after pattern
	MOLDS DLMOS MOLD, to work into particular shape
	MOULD DLMOU to mold (to work into particular shape)
	MOUNT MNOTU to get up on
	MOVED DEMOV MOVE, to change from one position to another
	MOVES EMOSV MOVE, to change from one position to another
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	N
	NAILS  AILNS  NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)
	NAMED ADEMN NAME, to give title to
	NAMES  AEMNS  NAME, to give title to
	NESTS  ENSST  NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	O
	OCCUR CCORU to take place
	OFFER  EFFOR  to present for acceptance or rejection
	OILED  DEILO  OIL, to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination)
	OPENS  ENOPS  OPEN, to cause to become open
	ORDER  DEORR  to give command or instruction to
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	P
	PACKS  ACKPS  PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage
	PAINT  AINPT  to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)
	PAIRS  AIPRS  PAIR, to arrange in sets of two
	PANEL  AELNP  to decorate with thin sheets of material
	PAPER  AEPPR  to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)
	PARKS  AKPRS  PARK, to leave vehicle in location for time
	PATCH  ACHPT  to mend or cover hole or weak spot in
	PAVED  ADEPV  PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface
	PAVES  AEPSV  PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface
	PEALS  AELPS  PEAL, to ring out
	PERKS  EKPRS  PERK, to prepare (coffee) in percolator
	PINED  DEINP  PINE, to yearn intensely
	PINES  EINPS  PINE, to yearn intensely
	PLACE  ACELP  to set in particular position
	PLANS  ALNPS  PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end)
	PLANT  ALNPT  to place in ground for growing
	PLATE  AELPT  to coat with thin layer of metal
	PLAYS  ALPSY  PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport
	PLEAD  ADELP  to ask for earnestly
	PLIED  DEILP  PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly
	PLIES  EILPS  PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly
	PLOTS  LOPST  PLOT, to plan secretly
	PLOWS LOPSW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement)
	PLUMB  BLMPU  to determine depth of
	POINT  INOPT  to indicate direction with finger
	POLLS  LLOPS  POLL, to question for purpose of surveying public opinion
	PORTS  OPRST  PORT, to shift to left side
	POSED  DEOPS  POSE, to assume fixed position
	POSES  EOPSS  POSE, to assume fixed position
	POSIT  IOPST  to place (to set in particular position)
	POURS  OPRSU  POUR, to cause to flow
	POWER EOPRW to provide with means of propulsion
	PRESS  EPRSS  to act upon with steady force
	PRICE  CEIPR  to set value on
	PRINT  INPRT  to produce by pressed type on surface
	PRISE  EIPRS  to raise or force with lever
	PROBE  BEOPR  to investigate or examine thoroughly
	PROOF  FOOPR  to examine for errors
	PROVE  EOPRV  to establish truth or validity of
	PULSE  ELPSU  to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)
	PUMPS  MPPSU  PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	Q
	QUEST  EQSTU  to make search
	QUIRE  EIQRU  to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	R
	RACKS  ACKRS  RACK, to place in type of framework
	RAISE  AEIRS  to move to higher position
	READS  ADERS  READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed
	RENTS  ENRST  RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly
	RISEN  EINRS  RISE, to move upward
	RISES  EIRSS  RISE, to move upward
	ROLLS  LLORS  ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over
	ROOFS  FOORS  ROOF, to provide with roof (external upper covering of building)
	ROUTE  EORTU  to send on particular course
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	S
	SAILS  AILSS  SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind
	SAWED ADESW SAW, SEE, to perceive with eyes
	SCALE  ACELS  to climb up or over
	SCORE  CEORS  to make point in game or contest
	SEALS  AELSS  SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage
	SEATS  AESST  SEAT, to place on seat (something on which one sits)
	SEEDS  DEESS  SEED, to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in
	SEEKS  EEKSS  SEEK, to go in search of
	SEIZE  EEISZ  to take hold of suddenly and forcibly
	SELLS  ELLSS  SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration
	SENDS  DENSS  SEND, to cause to go
	SERVE  EERSV  to work for
	SEWED DEESW SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread
	SHAPE  AEHPS  to give shape (outward form) to
	SHAVE  AEHSV  to sever hair close to roots
	SHINE  EHINS  to emit light
	SHIPS  HIPSS  SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water)
	SHOED DEHOS SHOE, to provide with shoes
	SHOES  EHOSS  SHOE, to provide with shoes
	SHONE EHNOS SHINE, to emit light
	SHOOT HOOST to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from
	SHOWN HNOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen
	SHOWS HOSSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen
	SIDED  DDEIS  SIDE, to agree with or support
	SIDES  DEISS  SIDE, to agree with or support
	SIFTS  FISST  SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))
	SIGHT  GHIST  to observe or notice
	SIGNS  GINSS  SIGN, to write one's name on
	SITED  DEIST  SITE, to place in position for operation
	SITES  EISST  SITE, to place in position for operation
	SIZED  DEISZ  SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions)
	SIZES  EISSZ  SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions)
	SKINS  IKNSS  SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal)
	SLATE  AELST  to cover with slate (roofing material
	SMELT  ELMST  SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves / to melt or fuse, as ores
	SOAKS  AKOSS  SOAK, to wet something thoroughly
	SOLED  DELOS  SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot)
	SOLES  ELOSS  SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot)
	SOLVE  ELOSV  to find answer or explanation for
	SORBS  BORSS  SORB, to take up and hold by absorption or adsorption
	SORTS  ORSST  SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size
	SOUND DNOSU make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)
	SOWED DEOSW SOW, to scatter over land for growth, as seed
	SPACE  ACEPS  to set some distance apart
	SPADE  ADEPS  to take up with spade (digging implement)
	SPEAK  AEKPS  to utter words
	SPECT  CEPST  to expect (to anticipate)
	SPELL  ELLPS  to name or write letters of in order
	SPELT  ELPST   SPELL, to name or write letters of in order
	SPIRE  EIPRS  to rise in tapering manner
	SPITE  EIPST  to treat with malice
	SPLIT  ILPST  to separate lengthwise
	SPOKE  EKOPS  SPEAK, to utter words  / to provide with spokes (rods that support rim of wheel)
	SPOOL  LOOPS  to wind on small cylinder
	SPOTS  OPSST  SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)
	SPRAY  APRSY  to disperse in fine particles
	STACK  ACKST  to pile (to lay one upon other)
	STAFF  AFFST  to provide with staff (body of assistants)
	STAGE  AEGST  to produce for public view
	STAMP  AMPST  to bring foot down heavily
	START  ARSTT  to set out
	STATE  AESTT  to set forth in words
	STING  GINST  to prick painfully
	STOCK  CKOST  to keep for future sale or use
	STOKE  EKOST  to supply furnace with fuel
	STORE  EORST  to put away for future
	STUDY  DSTUY  to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge
	STUFF  FFSTU  to fill or pack tightly
	STYLE  ELSTY  to name (to give title to)
	SURGE  EGRSU  to move in swelling manner
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	T
	TABLE  ABELT  to place on table (piece of furniture having flat upper surface)
	TACKS  ACKST  TACK, to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)
	TAILS  AILST  TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part)
	TAKEN  AEKNT  TAKE, to get possession of
	TAKES  AEKST  TAKE, to get possession of
	TALLY  ALLTY  to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)
	TAPED  ADEPT  TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band)
	TAPES  AEPST  TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band)
	TASTE  AESTT  to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth
	TAXED  ADETX  TAX, to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on
	TAXES  AESTX  TAX, to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on
	TEACH  ACEHT  to impart knowledge or skill to
	TEAMS  AEMST  TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action)
	TEARS  AERST  TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye)
	TELLS  ELLST  TELL, to give detailed account of
	TESTS  ESSTT  TEST, to evaluate by examination
	THINK  HIKNT  to formulate in mind
	TILED  DEILT  TILE, to cover with tiles (thin slabs of baked clay)
	TILES  EILST  TILE, to cover with tiles (thin slabs of baked clay)
	TIMED  DEIMT  TIME, to determine speed or duration of
	TIMES  EIMST  TIME, to determine speed or duration of
	TINES  EINST  TINE, to lose (to come to be without and be unable to find)
	TINTS  INSTT  TINT, to color slightly or delicately
	TIRED  DEIRT  TIRE, to grow tired
	TIRES  EIRST  TIRE, to grow tired
	TITLE  EILTT  to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)
	TOOLS  LOOST  TOOL, to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)
	TOTAL  ALOTT  to ascertain entire amount
	TOUCH  CHOTU  to be in or come into contact with
	TRACE  ACERT  to follow course of
	TRACK  ACKRT  to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle
	TRAIN  AINRT  to instruct systematically
	TREAD  ADERT  to walk on, over, or along
	TREAT  AERTT  to behave in particular way toward
	TRIAL  AILRT  to test something to assess its performance
	TRIED  DEIRT  TRY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)
	TRIES  EIRST  TRY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)
	TRIMS  IMRST  TRIM, to make trim by cutting
	TUNED  DENTU  TUNE, to put into proper pitch
	TUNES  ENSTU  TUNE, to put into proper pitch
	TURNS  NRSTU  TURN, to move around central point
	TWEET  EETTW  to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)
	TWIST  ISTTW  to combine by winding together
	TYING  GINTY  TIE, to fasten with cord or rope
	TYPED  DEPTY  TYPE, to write with typewriter
	TYPES  EPSTY  TYPE, to write with typewriter
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	U
	UNIFY  FINUY  to make into coherent whole
	UNITE  EINTU  to bring together so as to form whole
	USING  GINSU  USE, to put into service
	UTTER  ERTTU  to give audible expression to
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	V
	VALUE  AELUV  to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of
	VAMPS  AMPSV  VAMP, to repair or patch
	VEALS  AELSV  VEAL, to kill and prepare calf for food
	VENGE  EEGNV  to avenge (to exact retribution for)
	VERSE  EERSV  to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)
	VESTS  ESSTV  VEST, to place in control of
	VIEWS  EISVW  VIEW, to look at
	VISED  DEISV  VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device)
	VISES  EISSV  VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device)
	VISIT  IISTV  to go or come to see someone or something
	VISOR  IORSV  to provide with visor (projecting brim)
	VOICE  CEIOV  to express or utter
	VOLTS  LOSTV  VOLT, to make quick movement in fencing to avoid thrust
	VOTED  DEOTV  VOTE, to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)
	VOTES  EOSTV  VOTE, to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	W
	WAKED ADEKW WAKE, to rouse from sleep
	WAKEN AEKNW to wake (to rouse from sleep)
	WAKES AEKSW WAKE, to rouse from sleep
	WARDS ADRSW WARD, to turn aside
	WARMS AMRSW WARM, to make warm
	WAXED ADEWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance)
	WAXES AESWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance)
	WEARS AERSW WEAR, to have on one's person
	WEAVE AEEVW to form by interlacing threads
	WEIGH  EGHIW  to determine weight of
	WELDS DELSW WELD, to join by applying heat
	WIDEN  DEINW  to make wide or wider
	WINDS DINSW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center
	WIRED  DEIRW  WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal)
	WIRES  EIRSW  WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal)
	WOKEN EKNOW WAKE, to rouse from sleep
	WORDS DORSW WORD, to express in words (speech sounds that communicate meaning)
	WORKS KORSW WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose
	WOUND DNOUW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center / to inflict injury upon
	WOVEN ENOVW WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads
	WRAPS APRSW WRAP, to enclose in something wound or folded about
	WRAPT  APRTW  WRAP, to enclose in something wound or folded about
	WRITE  EIRTW  to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument
	WROTE EORTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	X
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	Y
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 5s
	Z
	ZEROS  EORSZ  ZERO, to aim at exact center of target
	ZONED DENOZ ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas)
	ZONES  ENOSZ  ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas)

